Zenky
Recliner

Zenky Recliner
Functional Specifications
Ultimate in comfort and relaxation, Zenky Recliner Upholstered has been designed
to withstand the rigours of daily use. Unparalleled flexibility, clean crisp lines and
with unrivalled versatility. Zenky is ideal for spaces where there is high footfall
and pedestrian traffic, such as airports and other public transport waiting areas,
and can be seen in many of the world’s greatest passenger terminals.
Modular in nature, with minimal components and subassemblies, the seating
is quick and easy to install with helpful features such as feet with an ingenious
self-levelling design, which eliminates the need for lifting and reduces health and
safety risks.
>

The range facilitates virtually unlimited permutations including back to back
seating, continuous rows arranged in modules of seats and tables from 2 - 7 linear
seat units.
>

Zenky Recliner Linear

Technical Specifications
Seats & backs
> Pressed 6mm birch plywood, CMF 60kg density foam core encapsulated in leather, E-leather, PVC or fabric.
Upholstery
> Pressed 6mm birch plywood, CMF 60kg density foam core
encapsulated in leather, E-leather, PVC or fabric.
Beam
> Fabricated from 3” Dia x10 SWG ERW HRPO KM1 to B.S6323 Part 5.
Ribs
> Laser cut profiles from Mild steel (EN43A P&O) x 6mm thick.
Arms and legs
> Aluminium: LM6
> Tensile Strength: 280N/mm2
> Elongation: 2% - 5%
> Hardness: 55 - 60 BHN
Paint
> Epoxy Polyester Powder
> Metallic Silver Thickness: 50-70 microns
> Clear top coat Thickness: 50-70 microns
> Overall Thickness: 100-140 microns
> Gloss % (Top coat): 105-120%
> Cross-cut test: BS EN ISO 2409:2013 – ISO Class 0
Strength rating
> EN12727 Test Level 4 (severe contract use)
> EN16139 Test Level 2 (extreme use)
> ANSI/BIFMA X5.4.
Fire rating
> B.S5852:2006
> Section 4: ignition source 0, 1 & 5.
> Meets the requirements of CAL 133

> The

system offers a range of homogeneous elements in a variety of finishes for
ultimate flexibility, including: seats, backs, beams, arms, legs, tables and bench units.

Dimensions
600
(23.62”)

> Seat and back pads are available in a choice of soft leather, E-leather, PVC or fabric.
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(13.98”)
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> Reclined in a “fixed” position.
> For the ultimate in comfort and relaxation the recliner incorporates a leg rest and

sculpted headrest pad. Plain or ribbed the upholstery material is fitted over fire
retardant foam, secured to preformed plywood’s which are mechanically fixed to
the steel body shapes, enabling quick and easy removal and replacement.
> Upholstery

pads are available in a choice of two widths, standard and full width.

> Body shapes are formed from high specification cold rolled mild steel and powder

coated. Seat and back body shapes are supported by 6mm thick powder coated
mild steel laser cut ribs.

Materials: The use of high quality foams reduces pressure and helps to keep
waiting passengers sitting comfortably.
>
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(63.66”)

> Ergonomically

sculpted to offer the best support to the body, Zenky can make
even the longest wait fly by providing an unprecedented level of comfort for
extended periods.
> Durability:

Zenky has undergone rigorous strength testing to ensure the product
as durable as it is hardwearing. It has been designed to withstand the rigours of
daily use and offer maximum product longevity.
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> Cleaning

and maintenance is equally straightforward, with reversible tabletops,
removable upholstery pads and upholstery Protection Buffers included as standard.
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(41”)
273 (11”)

Zenky Recliner
Accessories

Foot detail

Tables
> Full and half tables constructed from high pressure compact laminate faced on top &bottom with decorative
laminate so compact laminate tables are reversible. Alternatively table tops are available in a range of quartz
finishes or can be fabricated from perforated mild steel or stainless steel sheet with rolled front and back edges.
Mild steel can be finished to customer specification. Full size tables are interchangeable with any seat place.
Standard leg

Fix down leg

Non-skid leg

Wireframe leg

Power
Powerful solutions
Compact laminate full table

Compact laminate half table

Perforated brushed stainless
steel full table

Full quartz table

Spacer brackets
> Available for maintaining the correct distance between seat rows when placed back to back. These integrate seamlessly
into the design of the product, making them as inconspicuous as possible. Spacer brackets are available in different
lengths according to seat types from standard too recliner and are powder coated to match the structural steelwork.

Arms

Standard arm

Arm with PU pad

PU centerlever arm

Power socket options

PRM tip up arm

UK

Schuko

French/Belgium

Danish

Italian

Swiss

Australian

Chinese

US

Brazilian
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